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ABSTRACT
We propose a novel approach for calculating the user similarity for collaborative filtering recommender systems that
is based on the big five personality model. Experimental results showed that the performance of the proposed measures
is either equal or better (depending on the measure under
evaluation) than the ratings based measures used in stateof-the-art collaborative recommender systems. This makes
the proposed approach, with its benefits in terms of computational complexity, for calculating user similarities a very
promising one for future collaborative recommender systems
that will be more affect-oriented.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User Machine Systems;
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems are gaining on importance as the
amount of available multimedia content is expanding rapidly.
The main drivers are digital television, video on demand and
web2.0 services like flickr and youtube. It is very hard for
end users to find suitable content in large databases where
most of the content is irrelevant. This is why recommender

systems that filter only relevant items for each user are important. Based on how recommendations are made Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [2005] differ between content based
recommenders (CBR), collaborative filtering recommenders
(CF) and hybrid recommenders (HR). CBR systems are
based on user’s inclinations towards specific attributes of
the content item. The knowledge about the user is stored
in data structures called user models. CF systems recommend items that similar users have liked in the past. HR
use both CBR and CF approaches. The CF recommenders
are further divided into memory-based and model-based recommenders. While memory-based recommenders work with
the whole database of users’ past ratings and preferences the
model-based recommenders compile the whole database into
a smaller data structure, the model [Pennock et al., 2000,
Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005].
In this paper we focus on memory-based CF systems. CF
recommenders are based on the presumption that when the
similarity between two users is high both users will like similar items. The similarity measure is thus a crucial part of
any CF system.

1.1 Related Work and Problem Statement
State of the art multimedia recommender solutions (both
CF and CBR) work on a very non-affective, technical basis
as can be deducted from the overviews of Adomavicius and
Tuzhilin [2005] and Lew et al. [2006]. CBR systems exploit
metadata fields (e.g. genre) to build user and item profiles
upon which the recommendations are made. On the other
hand, CF recommenders rely solely on past user ratings to
build the recommendations.
The strict technical approach in recommender systems that
ignores the users’ affective experiences during the consumption of multimedia content is odd because the entertainment industry is based on giving people emotions. In fact,
Masthoff and Gatt [2006] treat the user’s satisfaction when
consuming multimedia content as an affective state. While

there have been some research efforts in CBR systems to
exploit emotive responses of users during content consumption for producing better recommendations [González et al.,
2004, Lekakos and Giaglis, 2006, Shan et al., 2009, Tkalčič
et al., 2009] CF recommenders have not received any such
attention. The problem that we are addressing is the clear
lack of affective elements in state of the art CF recommender
systems.
The main reason probably lies in the fact that, by their nature, CF recommenders ignore content and user metadata
where affective information could be stored. They are based
on the presumption that close users (user closeness is calculated using a user similarity measure) have similar preferences for multimedia content. So, if users u1 and u2 are close
and user u1 has liked the content item h it is highly probable
that user u2 is going to like the item h as well. Thus the
only place where one could make good use of emotions in
CF systems is the user similarity measure.
One possible solution would be to construct a user similarity measure based on users’ past emotive responses on same
items. This would require to have an automatic emotion
detection system. Such algorithms do exist [Donato et al.,
1999, Picard and Daily, 2005, Zeng et al., 2009] but there is
another problem: the similarities between users would need
to be calculated on a regularly basis which is computationally very expensive. Each time a user consumes an item new
information are added to the usage history which is the basis
for the calculation of the similarity. This implies that after
each update of the usage history the similarities between
users should be recalculated.

1.2 Proposed Solution
We propose to use a similarity measure that yields, for each
user u, a list of close neighbours that have in common a similar emotive response pattern to content items. We suggest
to exploit end users’ personalities to build such a similarity measure. According to McCrae and John [1992] personality tries to explain the individual differences in emotive reactions to common stimuli. So personality does affect the emotive response of users during multimedia content consumption. The big five personality model [McCrae
and John, 1992, John and Srivastava, 1999] appears to be
a promising instrument since the user’s personality is described by a tuple of five numerical values which are convenient for computer calculations. Especially the extraversion
and neuroticism factors seem to be tightly connected with
individuals’ emotive responses [Yik et al., 2002]. Despite the
appearance that personality and emotions are two distinct
theoretical and empirical streams substantial evidence has
been found that they are tightly connected [Carver et al.,
2000, Luminet et al., 2000, Davidson, 2001]. The main advantage of the proposed solution is that personality doesn’t
change with time. Thus once we have the big five tuple for
a user we can calculate the neighbours in advance and have
the list ready at any time which is a big improvement in
terms of computational complexity.
In addition to the introduction of elements of affective computing in CF recommenders, the proposed solution has three
advantages over standard memory based CF recommenders:
(i) it solves the new user problem by introducing an initial

questionnaire, (ii) it has lower computational requirements
for the calculation of similarities between users and (iii) it
lowers the impact of the sparsity problem as the calculation
of similarities does not depend on ratings. The main drawback is that the initial questionnaire could be annoying for
users.
Our hypothesis is that the CF recommender system’s performance is not significantly lower when using the personality
based measure than using the standard rating based measures.

1.3 Paper Outline and Notations
We provide the argumentation how personality affects emotions in section 2. In section 3 we give a description of the
CF recommender. The experimental procedure along with
the evaluated similarity measures is described in section 4.
The results of the experiment are given in section 5. These
results are further discussed in section 6.
The notations used throughout this paper are given in table
1.

2. PERSONALITY IMPLICATIONS ON EMOTIONS
Westen [1999] states that personality refers to the enduring
patterns of thought, feeling, motivation and behaviour that
are expressed in different circumstances. According to McCrae and John [1992] the big five factor model of personality
is a hierarchical organization of personality traits in terms of
five basic dimensions: extraversion (E), agreeableness (A),
conscientiousness (C), neuroticism (N) and openness (O).
These are the most important ways in which the individuals
differ in their enduring emotional, interpersonal, experiential, attitudinal and motivational styles. The order of the
factors is important as the first two (E and A) account for
the largest percentage of variance in personality [John and
Srivastava, 1999]. Each of the factors encompasses more
specific traits.
Yik et al. [2002] reported that all five factors influence feelings and emotional behaviour. This is especially evident for
the E and N superfactors while there is a nonzero correlation between the other three factors (O, C and A) and affect
behaviour.
Johnson [2009] provided a description of the five factors and
their subfactors. In the following of this section we give an
overview based on Johnson [2009].
The E factor tells the degree of engagement with the external world (in case of high values) or the lack of it (low values). The subfactors of E are friendliness, gregariousness,
assertiveness, activity level, excitement-seeking and cheerfulness. Extrovert people (high score on the E factor) tend
to react with enthusiasm and often have positive emotions
while introverted people (low score on the E factor) tend to
be quiet, low-key and disengaged in social interactions.
The N factor refers to the tendency of experiencing negative
feelings. People with high N values are emotionally reactive. They tend to respond emotionally to relatively neutral
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Description
set of users
set of items
single user
single item
Likert rating given to item h
by user u
set of discrete Likert values
(1 to 5)
binary rating given to item
h by user u
set of binary ratings/classes
(C1 =relevant / C0 =nonrelevant)
distance function between
users ui and uj
similarity measure between
users ui and uj
vector of big five values for
the user ui
principal components of the
big five values
rating based distance function between users ui and uj
big five euclidian distance
function between users’ ui
and uj respective big five
vectors ~bi and ~bj
weighted big five euclidian
distance function between
users’ ui and uj respective
big five vectors ~bi and ~bj .
The weights are the PCA
components
average rating of user’s u
nearest neighbours for the
item h in the Ω domain
average rating of all users for
the item h in the ΩL domain
estimated numerical rating
of item h for user u
estimated binary rating of
item h for user u
number of neighbours
threshold
number of neighbours who
have rated item h
set of items relevant for the
user u

Table 1: Notations used throughout the article

stimuli. They are often in a bad mood which strongly affects
their thinking and decision making. Low N scorers are calm,
emotionally stable and free from persistent bad mood. The
subfactors are anxiety, anger, depression, self-consciousness,
immoderation and vulnerability.
The distinction between imaginative, creative people and
down-to-earth, conventional people is described by the O
factor. High O scorers are typically individualistic, non con-

forming and are very aware of their feelings. They can easily
think in abstraction. People with low O values tend to have
common interests. They prefer simple and straightforward
thinking over complex, ambiguous and subtle. The subfactors are imagination, artistic interest, emotionality, adventurousness, intellect and liberalism.
The C factor concerns the way in which we control, regulate
and direct our impulses. People with high C values tend
to be prudent while those with low values tend to be impulsive. The subfactors are self-efficacy, orderliness, dutifulness, achievement-striving, self-discipline and cautiousness.
The subdomains of the A factor are trust, morality, altruism,
cooperation, modesty and sympathy. The A factor reflects
individual differences in concern with cooperation and social
harmony.

3. CONTENT FILTERING SCENARIO
Let us have a set of I users U = {u1 , u2 , . . . uI } that are
using our CF recommender system. We also have a set of
J multimedia items H = {h1 , h2 , . . . hJ }. Each time a user
u consumes an item h she/he is required to give an explicit
rating to the item which we denote as eL (u, h). The rating
values eL are taken from a set of discrete Likert values ΩL
which ranges from 1 to 5. The Likert values are mapped to
binary ratings e(u, h) from the set of possible values (classes)

Ω = {C0 , C1 }

(1)

where C0 =′ non − relevant′ and C1 =′ relevant′ by applying the mapping ΩL → Ω:

e(u, h) = C0 : eL (u, h) <= 3

(2)

e(u, h) = C1 : eL (u, h) > 3.

(3)

The usage history of a memory based CF system can be represented as a table of all item ratings given by users until the
observed moment (see Tab. 2 for a hypothetical example).

u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
u7
...
uI

h1
4

h2
2
2

2

...

hJ
1
1

3
3
1
5

2
3

2

4

Table 2: Usage and rating history table. As all users have
not rated all items there are several empty entries.
The user u then chooses an item h to consume and then
gives it a rating which is stored in the usage history table.

Set of users U = {u1 , u2 , ...uI }

Set of items H = {h1 , h2 , ...hJ }

Active user u

Request for a list
of relevant items

Find nearest neighbours (similarity measure)

Find neighbours favourite items

Set of recommended items HR

User u consumes item h

Figure 1: CF recommender system scenario.

3.1 Rating Prediction in Content Filtering Recommenders
The recommending procedure is centred around a single user
u (see Fig. 2). When user u requests the CF a list of recommended items the system calculates binary rating predictions ê(u, h) from the set Ω for all the items that have not
been viewed by the user. The list of recommended items
HR (u) ⊂ H is composed by all items that fall in the C1
class (relevant items),

HR (u) = {h : ê(u, h) = C1 }.

Set of users u ∈ U

Single user u

Set of items h ∈ H

rating based
similarity measure

big5 based
similarity measure

weighted big5 based
similarity measure

(4)

The procedure starts by calculating the list of k nearest
neighbours for the user u. The similarity between user u
and all other users is calculated using a user similarity measure sim(u, ui ) where ui ∈ U \{u}.
The k users with the highest values sim(u, ui ) are chosen as
the k nearest neighbours.

List of nearest neighbours

Aggregate ratings:
higher weight on public

Aggregate ratings:
higher weight on neighbours

For each item h two ratings that take values from ΩL are
calculated: the user’s u nearest neighbours’ average rating
P
ēNN
L (h, u) and the overall average rating ēL (h). Both average ratings are aggregated into a single numerical rating
prediction value êL using the true Bayesian estimate [imd,
2009]
List of recommended items

n
m
ēNN
ēP
L (u, h) +
L (h)
n+m
n+m

(5)

Figure 2: Rating prediction procedure for a selected user u

where n represents the number of neighbours who have rated
the item h while m represents the threshold value. If we
set m to a lower value then êL (u, h) is more dependent of
ēNN
L (u, h) and vice versa, if we set m to a value close to n
then êL (u, h) is more dependent on ēP
L (u, h).

The estimated rating êL is a numerical value with êL ∈ [0, 5].
The final estimation of the item’s binary rating is calculated
by thresholding êL

êL (u, h) =

ê(u, h) = C0 : êL (u, h) <= 3

(6)

ê(u, h) = C1 : êL (u, h) > 3

(7)

After this procedure has gone through all non viewed items
and has thus calculated all the rating predictions the CF
recommender compiles a personalized list of recommended
items according to equation (4) which is a reduced and thus
manageable subset of relevant items HR (u) among all available items H.

4.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We performed a two stage experiment. First we acquired the
dataset needed and then we used it in the CF recommender
system. We used the precision P , recall R and F measure
to assess the performance of the recommender system with
the evaluated similarity measures and thus to validate (or
reject) our hypothesis.

4.1 Dataset Acquisition
The subjects involved in the dataset acquisition phase were
NU = 52 (15 males) with average age of 18.3 years (SD =
0.56). Each subject was shown a sequence of 70 images taken
from the IAPS database [Lang et al., 2005]. The images were
carefully chosen to equally cover the widest possible area in
the value-arousal space of induced emotions. After viewing
each image the subjects were required to rate the image
on a Likert scale from 1 (meaning I don’t like it at all) to 5
(meaning I like it very much) in order to advance to the next
image. This procedure yielded a full usage history matrix
(same structure as table 2 but without missing values).
In order to assess the big five personality values each subject
was required to fill in a big five questionnaire. We used the
IPIP questionnaire with 50 items [ipi, 2009]. Each of the
five factors were covered by 10 items in the questionnaire.
The subjects had to describe how accurately each statement
describes her/him on a scale from 1 (meaning very inaccurate) through 3 (neither inaccurate nor accurate) to 5 ( very
accurate). Half of the statements had a positive relation to
the describing factor and the other half had a negative relation. Each answer was corrected according to the relation to
the factor and distinctly summed and normalized in order
to yield separate sums for each factor. Table 3 shows an
excerpt of our dataset.

4.2 Content Filtering Recommender Implementation
The acquired dataset was used in the CF recommender system developed by Kunaver et al. [2007].
We evaluated the CF using three different user similarity
measures: (i) a standard, rating based measure (see equation
(8)), (ii) an Euclidian big five based measure (see equation
(9)) and a (iii) weighted Euclidian big five based measure
(see equation (10)). After calculating the k nearest neighbours using these measures the item rating prediction (for
all items in the dataset) was calculated by combining the average ratings of the neighbours and the average rating of all
users (which we denote as public). We aggregated both average ratings into the final item rating estimation using the

equation (5) with two weight configurations: (i) by putting
more weight on the neighbours’ average rating ēNN
and (ii)
L
by putting more weight on all users’ average rating ēP
L (public). This yielded six CF recommender experiment runs:
• Rating based measure with more weight on neighbours
• Rating based measure with more weight on public
• Euclidian big five based measure with more weight on
neighbours
• Euclidian big five based measure with more weight on
public
• Weighted Euclidian big five based measure with more
weight on neighbours
• Weighted Euclidian big five based measure with more
weight on public
We chose k = 5 for the number of neighbours which is a
rough 10% of all users in our dataset.
The three similarity measures SIM = {simR , simE , simP CA }
were calculated using three different distance measures D =
{dR , dE , dP CA } respectively. For the respective similarity
measures sim ∈ SIM and distance measures d ∈ D we set
1
sim = 1+d
.
We calculated the rating based distance dR between two
users ui and uj based on past ratings of both users to all
items except the observed one hk ∈ H\{h}

dR (ui , uj )2 =

X

(eL (ui , hk ) − eL (uj , hk ))2

(8)

k

and the big five distance measures using the users’ respective
big five vectors ~bi and ~bj
X

dE (~bi , ~bj )2 =

|bil − bjl |2

(9)

l

dP CA (~bi , ~bj )2 =

X

|Fl (~bi ) − Fl (~bj )|2

(10)

l

where the weights Fl (~b) = λl~b⊤ .~vl are the result of the principal component analysis which yields

dP CA (~bi , ~bj )2 =

X

|λl (~bi − ~bj )⊤ .~vl |2

(11)

l

A study from Kunaver et al. [2007] showed that the best
performance of a CF recommender in terms of F-measure
is yielded when one of the two average ratings, ēNN
L (h) and
ēP
L (h), has a higher weight than the other. In terms of equation (5) we had the parameter n set at n = 5 (because of
the full dataset all neighbours have rated all items) and we
evaluated two m parameter values m ∈ {1, 4}.

u1
u2
u3
...
uI

BIG5 values
E
A
C
3,2 2,7 2,9
2,1 3,5 3,1
3,2 3,0 2,8
... ... ...
3,3 3,0 3,4

N
3,5
3,4
3,2
...
3,9

O
2,9
3,6
3,1
...
3,2

Content ratings
h1
h2
h3
4
3
1
2
4
4
2
3
2
... ... ...
4
3
4

...
...
...
...
...
...

hJ −1
1
4
1
...
2

hJ
3
1
3
...
3

Table 3: The acquired dataset

4.3 Evaluation Methodology
Recommender systems are usually assessed based on how
well they distinguish items that are relevant for a specific
user from those that are non-relevant (see Herlocker et al.
[2004]). The performance of this binary classification problem is described with the confusion matrix of correctly and
incorrectly classified instances. Focusing on the relevant
items a classifier yields four groups: (i) true positives (TP)
are items that are relevant to the user and have been correctly classified as relevant, (ii) true negatives (TN) are
items that have been correctly classified as non relevant, (iii)
false positives (FP) are items that are non-relevant but have
been misclassified as relevant and (iv) false negatives (FN)
are items that are relevant but have been misclassified as
non relevant. Following Herlocker et al. [2004] we calculated
three numeric values that describe each a certain aspect of
the CF recommender’s performance: precision, recall and
F-measure.
Precision P is the rate of truly relevant items among all the
items classified as relevant by the CF system

P =

TP
TP + FP

In terms of mean values of P , R and F the big five based approaches performed better than the ratings based approaches.
The mean values of P , R and F are reported in Tab. 4. The
ANOVA analysis (with the significance level p < 0.05, we
do not report the respective p values here) of the F-measure
further showed that all the big five based approaches perform significantly better than the distance based measure
with higher weight on the neighbours and are statistically
equivalent to the distance based measure with higher weight
on the public. The box plot of the values of the F-measure
is shown in Fig. 3.
similarity
measure
rating based
rating based
big5
big5
weighted big5
weighted big5

aggregation
mode
neighbours
public
neighbours
public
neighbours
public

P

R

F

0.6666
0.7042
0.6309
0.7093
0.6455
0.7104

0.5895
0.7401
0.8533
0.8068
0.8398
0.8064

0.6268
0.7232
0.7062
0.7442
0.7165
0.7450

Table 4: Mean values of P , R and F for the different combinations of measures and weighting.
(12)
1

Recall R is the rate of returned relevant items to all relevant
items

0.9

0.8

TP
TP + FN

(13)

Values

0.7

R=

0.6

0.5

The F measure combines precision and recall in a single
numerical value

0.4

0.3

0.2

2P R
F =
P +R

(14)

ratings neighbours

ratings public

big5 neihgbours

big5 public

weighted big5 neighbours

weighted big5 public

We calculated the P , R and F values for each single user
u ∈ U over all items in the dataset H and for each of the
six CF combinations.

Figure 3: Box plots of the F measure results for six combinations of measures and weighting.

In order to prove (or reject) the hypothesis set in Sec. 1.2
we performed the one way analysis of variance to determine
whether the differences of mean values of the F measure for
the six CF combinations are significantly different or not.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

5.

RESULTS

We performed an offline experiment of a memory based CF
recommender system that relies on end users’ personality
parameters to determine the nearest neighbours, which is
a crucial part of the recommending procedure. We compared four personality based similarity measures and two

rating based similarity measures. The CF recommender system’s performance results showed that the personality based
measures were statistically equivalent or superior (the mean
value of F was significantly higher) to the rating based measure which is used in most state-of-the-art CF recommender
systems. The proposed approach has several advantages
compared to the rating based similarity measures: (i) it is
less computationally intensive because the similarities need
to be calculated only when a user joins the system while in
rating based similarity measures they need to be updated
each time a user adds a new rating, (ii) according to the
analysis of variance it is statistically equivalent to state-ofthe-art rating based methods and (iii) it includes personality
and consequently affect in the domain of CF recommenders
which are very user oriented. This makes the proposed approach an excellent candidate for more efficient and more
affective oriented CF recommender systems.
Unfortunately the proposed system still requires explicit user
feedback in the form of ratings which can be annoying for
end users. The fact that we introduced a user similarity
measure that does not rely on ratings is not enough to give
up the explicit feedback. The proposed measure allows the
system to find users that have common multimedia interest
which is reflected by their common emotive responses based
on their personality values. But we still need to know which
items are relevant for specific groups of users and this is the
reason why we still need to have explicit ratings. Automatic
methods for the detection of users’ satisfaction (through the
analysis of users’ facial actions, gestures etc.) would be a
valid alternative.
We must also be aware of the fact that personality is not
the only parameter that influences our affective responses to
stimuli. According to Westen [1999] the human behaviour
(and thus emotional dynamics) is better described by ifthen patterns where situational context plays an equal part
as does personality. So in addition to the personality parameters we would also need to know the context (the if of the
if-then pattern) in which the user is during the consumption
of the item to improve the performance of the recommender
system.
We acknowledge that the biggest drawback of the proposed
approach is the need for an initial questionnaire to determine the big five values for each user. Such questionnaires
are usually annoying and turn away potential users from using the system. For future work we propose to change the
way the questionnaire is implemented into a more friendly
and funny thing that can work as an attractor. A similar
approach, called photo profiling, has been taken by Berger
et al. [2007] that implemented a game where each user (of a
personalized tourism destination recommender) had a set of
images and she/he had to drag each image into a bin (like
it / don’t like it). In this way the system calculates two parameters that describe the potential tourist: the pack and
the kick factors.
There are several other issues to address in the near future: (i) search for new measures that are based on personality/affect, (ii) include context awareness in the recommender
system and (iii) perform more exhausting testings.
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